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a bug Hey guys I got a problem, yesterday I played a multiplayer game (of faction war) and when I finished the game I closed the client and went
home, tonight, when I tried to play a new multiplayer game, it said that "my ip address has been banned from the game" the game was of the

sequel to a previous game called force commander and the ip address was my wireless connection and not my wired one. I didn't do any changes
to my router (I mean it wasn't using that ip) so what should I do? I've tried the "different IP address" method (trying to make a brand new ip
address) but it said that it "failed to change the IP address, tried 3 times" and "the IP address was changed but i lost connection" and "the IP

address was changed, the connection lost" When I play games in "private" mode, the game connects to my router and the router assigns the port
(it's always the same port which is 30000 by the way) but when I play in "public" mode, the game connects to my internet and assigns the port

(it's always the same port which is 30000) I hope someone can help me and tell me how to play in "public" mode and make my connection
wireless or get a fixed ip address. The "private" connection is different from the "public" one, so don't expect to be able to play in both modes.
Thanks, I just didn't know that. In the past when I tried to play in "private" mode, I got a new port and I didn't know how to connect my router.

Hi TecknXt, I believe you misunderstood how Private and Public works. If you are playing on the same device as when
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